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iv PREFACE. 

which he has learnt; and instead of merely -doing the 

piece himself, and then reading the version of it by 

another hand, he would have the reasons put out before 

him in black and white, at every point, why each sentence 

and clause was turned in such a way, and not in such 

another. 

In such a treatment there is sure to be a certain amount 

of repetition, which will perhaps be for some students 

superfluous ; but, in the first place, it is often inevitable, 

as cases are constantly occurring where old principles 

have to be applied in a slightly new way, which without 

the re-statement the student might miss; and in the next 

place, even where the point is the same as before, repeti- 

tion may be necessary for the thorough mastery of it. I 

venture to hope that for the average, whose interests I 

have had in view all along, the repetitions in these 

Lectures will not be found excessive. __ 

I have also naturally kept in mind the obvious distinc- 

tions between the three principal Attic prose styles, 

Narrative, Rhetorical, and Philosophical. The passages in 

the first ten Lectures are accordingly historical; the next 

six are from speeches; and the remaining four are such 

as might be set to be done into the style of Plato. 

The notes on Structure and Idiom which are prefixed to 

the Lectures are intended mainly as a kind of catalogue 

raisonné of the points chiefly treated in the course of the 

Lectures themselves. 7 

I hope they will serve the double purpose of an index 
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to the Lectures, enabling the student to find at once what 

points are discussed in the Lectures, and where the discus- 

sion is to be found, and also as a collection of similar. 

instances, so that he may gain additional mastery over 

any point he is considering by the helpful method of 

comparison. 

Of the fifty Exercises which, in deference to the opinion 

of experienced friends, I have added to the end of the 

Lectures, 1 to 28 are Narrative, 29 to 39 are Oratorical, 

and the remainder are intended to be turned into Platonic 

Greek. I ought to add that one of the Lectures (No. 3) 

deals with a passage from Messrs. Sargent and Dallin’s 

excellent work, Materials and Models, and that I have the 

kind permission of my friend Mr. J. Y. Sargent to use it 

here. 

I have only to add that I shall be very grateful to any 

one who uses the book if he will send me any correction 

or suggestion. | 

OxFORD, 1886. 
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2 NOTES ON STRUCTURE AND IDIOM. 

ili, 2. delay might cause loss 
of the prize 

iii, 4, with destruction await- 

ing 
iv. 8. violence would be an 

affront 

iv. 4, services put in requisi- 
tion 

v. 2. yielded to his urgency 

ix, 3. never disappointed of 
their aims 

x. 4. a project had been on 
foot 

xii. 5, in my conscience 

xiii. 1. present convulsions 

RY pedAAwor, poBepoy efvas p27), 
ete. 

peéAXovra aroder Gas 

xarerds adv hépey et Bedaoasvro 

xpio Gas 

apoOupoupéev éxiPero 

det Sv ehievro TuxXeiv 

mwaperxeva(ov 

3 , 
Kar’ E“uauToV 

oracid(ovrty 

§ 2. Further examples, where the personalising tendency 

of Greek is shown. 

i. 8. both stories are pro- 
bably true 

ii. 2. his moderation was 
displayed... 

iv. 3. the time for open war 
was not yet 

v. 5, the provisions were no 
longer binding 

vii. 1. the effect of all this 
providence was not 
such as was to be 
expected 

ix. 7. it must end in submis- 
sion to a harder 
yoke 

etxds &AnGy AEyew dudorépovs 

erveckys weTo pavetaOas . . « 

ovrw érounoe ovrTes és pavepov 
woXephov KaTaoTHVvat 

9g lA € ’ Gore pyKere troomoveos elvas 

ov kar’ éAridéa dréBn, Kairep 
evAaBovpévors 

troxeplovs yevopevous Sevd- 
Tepa weiver Oa 





4 NOTES ON STRUCTURE AND IDIOM. 

§ 4. A special form of this is the ambiguity caused by 

euphemisms in English. Greek also has its euphemisms, 

especially in Platonic Greek: but naturally there is no 

exact correspondence between the idioms, and the euphem- 

isms of each language should be noted separately. 

x. 1. all was not right déAov tivds rapackevafopéevov 
or ertBovrcvev, pnxavacbat 
Tt, etc. 

ix. 1. results of the engage- ry yooy 
ment 

xvi. 3. administration no _ ovxére dodadés elvar, etc, 
longer tenable 

§ 5. Very often the English, without being really vague, 

substitutes for variety some circwitous expression for the 

actual thing meant: or implies what the Greek will 

explicitly state. 

iv. 2. [The whole section should be referred to.] _ 

iv. 1. her misadventure at 7a epi rév ydpov ov KatdpOwce 
the time of the 
Scotch marriage 

vi. 8. to go on winning TO, ETL TOppwTepw KaTaopapety 

viii. 2. he expected obedience ovs St ovy dre riPeoOar domep 
and received a mes- n&tov, GAAG Kat dvreuretv Te 
sage ToApnoas 

x. 5. the truth was further ‘odvde te eyevero date Kat 
established by a co- paAAov muorreverv 
incidence 

xi. 6. {in buying slaves] we ... ovde tov Suxatérarov dv 

object to one how- mpraipnede, 
ever honest 
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§ 4 Another very special use of the same usage is what 

we may call the ornate alias: where the person is referred 

to by a descriptive or allusive title, to avoid repetition. 
In Greek, use either the name, or arrange so that a pro- 

noun will do, or omit. 

li. 1, the conqueror [say simply ‘Octavius’ once 
for all] 

tb. his enemy may be omitted 

li. 3. the strange visitor Tov avdpa 

ii. 4. the imprisoned queen 17 BaciAaa 

[This usage is not a mark generally of the best style: and 
all the instances in these exercises are confined to this one 

piece of Merivale]. 

§ 9. The English picturesqueness sometimes takes the 

form of metaphors. The principle that should guide us in 

translating is fully expounded in my Greek Prose Com- 

position, §§ 178-181; but we may say that nine times 

out of ten simple fact should be substituted in Greek for 

the metaphor. 

L 5. to foster strife apoOupeic Oar 

wb. . . . impossible to acquit SyAos Fv 
her 

iii. 4. seeing himself en- dunxavav, or ecidds ev ole 
trapped dmopig. KatéxeTat 

ib. the birds would be ovdéva xaraAnerOar 

flown 

v. 6. the dispute was hang- ovdév rw EvveBn 

ing 

x. 5. took time by the fore q0dcas 
lock | 

xiv. 1. the profane herd [see the whole section, p. 100.] 
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Greek, it is always useful to think out the story as it 

happened, and then, in translating, keep as nearly as 

possible to the actual order. 

ii. 5. he detained her in con- apa r7 Otpg twa mpoordgas, 
versation with a con- 

federate at the door, 
while with one or 

two followers he 

climbed .. . 

ili. 1. these arguments, which 
had much logic in 
them, were strongly 
urged by Zapena, 
whose counsels were 
usually received with 
deference. But on 
this occasion. . . 

v. 4. the eight years, after 
. which, by the terms 

of the peace Calais 
was to be restored, 

had just expired. 
She had sent in her 
demand... 

vi. 1. emulating others of 
whose deeds _ he 

heard from abroad, 
he marches. . . 

x. 5. the truth was. still 
further established 

by acoincidence. At . 
the same time as 
the messengers were 
reporting, a man 
was arrested... 

@ , > N. > f° iva StadXeyopevos avrnv eri- 
to. 3 > , . € oA TXOL, adres dAiywv Eropevov 

aveBn 

~ ’ Q. & 

TolavTa ppovipws Kal pera 

omrovons tapyver 6 Z, of dé 
kaimrep AUTH 

> 4 4 UA - 4 eiwOdres, TéTE pevTOL. . . 
\ 

UTAKOVELV 

eipnpevov dt onto érov Nivaiav 
dmofovvat, as 6 xpdvos 
3 X , 2 Al : x ereXevtnoev, HEiov mapaXa- 
Bety 

tovs GAAoM mwvOdpevos ia 
” Igy aN IPA eSpavav ovd avros afiov 
Neier Oar, éotparevoev 

év @ tavra édnAovv Toudvde Tt 
> 4 4 4 A 

éyévero Wore Kat paddov 
murreverv, GArovs yap Tis... . 
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it is not, of course, really obscure, or it would not be 

used: it saves the tiresome insertion of ‘he said,’ ‘she 

thought,’ ‘they felt,’ etc., and gives a vivid and dramatic 

colour to the narrative: but it must be turned into an 

explicit Obliqua in Greek, or else the sense is lost. The 

speech or feeling must be given plainly as a speech or 

feeling. 

ii, 4. a threat of violence 6S: dmeAais piv otk elye 
might drive the xXpne Oat, po) eoe 

queen to... 

iii. 2. delay might cause loss jv péAXAwor, poPepdv efvas jar) 
of the prize cparoor 

iv. 3. they could scarcely ovx 7OeAov Stappyfavres Thy 
break open the  oixiav gvAdAaBetv.. . 
house and seize... 

v. 8. she was now again 
confronted with a 
similar difficulty 

qoOero adOts és tavrd Kard- 
oTaca 

§ 16. Or, again, the artificiality may be due rather to 

the epigrammatic, ironical, humorous, colloquial, or other 

styles, adopted in order in some way to give pownt to 

the narrative. The rule in Greek is still to be plain and 

simple: the tone requires to be lowered: the more pointed 

expression to be interpreted. 

iv. 6. the stages of the farce 
being arranged 

v.2. she had gone far 
enough to commit 
herself 

v. 5. his orders were out 

of date before he had 
started. 

wdavra, é$ Thy GmraTnY Tapa- 
oKEevac dpevot 

dore Adyp your re vroryxér Oat 

apiy avayer Oat Tov mperBevrny 
& éxéXevoev avr peréyvw 

| 
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§ 18. Desire of Clearness in Greek also sometimes leads 

us even to add something which is omitted in the 

English. 

In vi. 3 [see the passage] it is smoother to add the word 
aduxdpevos at the beginning. If you were writing 
the story in Greek, you would instinctively insert 
it at this point. 

In vi. 5, and again xv. 2, where we have an indecisive 
state, a state of waiting, followed by a decisive 
act or result, the insertion of téws helps to make 
it clearer. 

vi. 5. stood in amaze... éxmerAnypévor téws pev jov- 

at length awak- xafov, rédAos SE... 
ened 

xv. 2. the Irish will be réws pév oixreipovres evrAaB- 
quiet ... feeling noovras ... emedav O€ ... 
interest . .. but 
when the door 
of the jail has 
closed ... 

In vii. 5, ‘ nor did these pursue in any time’ will be clearer if 
we say, ‘And at last when they did pursue they 
did not catch them.’ 

In viii. 2, ‘the king said he was sorry for that occasion of 
coming to them’ is clearer if we add the other 
half of the real antithesis: ‘he was sorry to come, 
but he was forced’: which is what the word 
‘occasion,’ rather less clearly, conveys. 

In x. 3. ‘Henry would not act against so high a noble .. . 
but privately he sent . . .’ is made clearer if we 
add ‘publicly’ (fuvepws pév) to the first clause. 
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using them enough, and perhaps go on to use them too 

much ; but he may be helped by noting the following 

cases (out of many) where they are naturally used. 

(a) Pretence, allegation, ete. 

ii. 1, (he affected to weep) 
iv. 7. (in this seeming ex- 

tremity) 

(b) the suggested ‘motwe. 

ii. 4. (did not threaten lest 
she should commit 
suicide) 

(c) a burst of feeling. 

iii, 5. (they had not left their 
brethren . . . for 
this .. .) 

IVF “ a ddvper Oar 57 mpoceroretro 
6 & ws éxyxara n0ev dunyavor 

ph éavriv 8%) Bidoasrro 

3 

ov Tovrov Oy eveka pdoKovres 
. aroXurety 

(d) @ parenthetic explanation. 
vi. 2. (for they, it seems, had 

entertained  §fugi- 
tives) 

(e) @ suspicion. 

ix. 1, (perceiving the king 
was depressed... 
and suspecting he 
was quietly prepar- 
ing...) 

(f) a natural consequence. 

ix. 1, (suspecting this, he 
reflected) 

(g) misplaced mirth and 
disappomtment, 

(he ridiculed the mes- 
sengers, and accord- 
ingly, when he did 
pursue, failed to 
catch the troops) 

piyadsas yap &) éé£avro 

yvovs abupovvra tov BactAea, 
Kat tromrevwv pn Kpudy 
dpa maparkevacetat . . . 

“A 3 UA > A a, 
TAUTA VoTTEvwY, eveOvpEito 5 

katayeAov 8%) wAtydpe ... 
Sedkwv ovkére 87) KarérAa Bev 
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(2) Noun usages. §§ 22-25. 

§ 22. The nominative is not unfrequently repeated at 

the end of the sentence distributively. 

ili, 1, Commanders and sol- ypaoOas éreOipovr rp vixy Kat 
diers were hot for oTpaTnyol Kai oTpaTiorat 
following up the vic- 

§ 23. The nominative is idiomatically used after compari 

sons even where the main substantive is in another case. 

xvii. 1. (The dogs) at last like reAevravras dv domep of GvOpw- 
men would make a TOL KATA\KPWHEVOUS | 

bad use of [their 
hands] 

§ 24. Enghsh nouns and names often conveniently 
turned by pronouns or adverbial expressions. 

i. 6. her own subjects ot éxei, Or of €xetoe, OF of oikoOev 

iii, 5. the archduke éxeivos 

§ 25. When the nouns or names are such as are 

thoroughly unlike anything in Greek, we may sometimes 
find an expression that will give the feeling of the passage. 

Thus ‘infidels’ (iii. 2) may be turned BdpBapo., and 
‘Catholics’ (x. 5) ot wodéutot, of répay, of éxel, etc. | 

For ‘guns’ and ‘pistols’ (vii. 2) use BéAos, rofedw, ete. 
For precise expressions of ¢ime, in Greek it is convenient 

often to be vaguer: thus 
‘on Tuesday,’ may be ry rporepaig, da Bpayéos, ré7e,-vewrri, 

TdAat, 757 ore, etc., according to circumstances, 

‘at three o'clock,’ pera peonuBpiav, wept SeirAnv, oe, etc. 
‘in January,’ xeypovos, mpiv éap yevér Oar, etc. 
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xv. 3. is it possible to be- dpa Suvardv eAmifey évTeva 
lieve that an agi- Sypyyopovyra. erica OTe 
tator whom they . 9 TOUTOY HOTOV TeunceLy ; 
adored when he was : 

. will lose his 
hold on their affec- 
tions... 3 

xvii. 5. to take away from us 6,re dv odadepwtarov éxwpev 
- whatever is most deXciv . 
dangerous 

§ 29. The Relative doris is used idiomatically in a con- 

cessive sentence (‘although’): 

xi. 2. you ask what service he fra €pwras, rot éorparetoaro, 
has seen, though he doris ev Kpiry ordirns iv. 
has been a soldier in 
Crete... 

Verb usages. §§ 30-385. 

§ 30. The use of English pluperfect where Greeks have 

the aorist is - ‘the most constantly recurring point of 

idiom : 

ii, 3. he sent an officer to és 7d oixnpa... erepyver, 
the place where oirep Avrwviov Tore Exdpioav 
Antonius had been : 
carried 

For other examples, see v. 1, v. 4, vi. 2, vi. 8, viii. 2. 

§ 31. ‘The use of parro, and not the future participle, 

should be noticed, in cases like the following : 

iii 4, [seeing himselfentrap- géAAovra amodérGar [not 
ped,] with de- dzroXotpevov] 
struction awaiting 
him 

See explanation, p. 41. 
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— 

§ 32. Animportant difference concerns the use of verbs 

of motion, as exemplified below: 

I went to him in his €s avrov mpds rHv oikiav 
house #AGov 

i. 1. requesting himto meet df£iovca é ITloridaiav dzav- 
her at Potidaea THoaL. 

§ 33. Another very common idiom is the use of the 

Passive in English corresponding to the Active in Greek : 

he ordered the statue éxéAcvoe tov dvdpiavra xpvootv 

to be gilt . 

v. 4. by the terms, Calais <cipnpévoy év tails orovdais tiv 
wastobe restored Nigaiav dodovvat 

viii. 4. he expected they 7&iov méepyar 
should be sent 

The real principle is that Greek directness and simpli- 

city prefers to describe somebody doing rather than some- 

thing done: and where the agent is obvious, from common 

sense or the context, to omit him. See the full explana- 

tion on page 71. 

So where English is active, very often in Greek the 

official who does the thing is omitted : 

iv. 1, he ordered the porter ocupdpagfas éxéXevoe tiv Otpav 
to shut the door 

§ 34. The treatment of Interrogations raises a point 
or two of idiom. 

(a) In direct speech, it is sometimes more lively to put 

@ point in Greek interrogatively : 7 
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[et ex THs LwOev dpyns réOnA€v 
 oTdots| mérepov éxetyyny 
eLopvfovow . . ; 

xiii 3. [If our dominions 
abroad are the 
root of this sedi- 
tion] it is not 
intended to cut 
them off... 

(6) On the other hand, the Interrogation in a Reported 

Speech (Oratio Obliqua), so common in Latin and English, 

is not a Greek usage; but some verb must be introduced: 
The enemy (he said) had xdvrwv trav roAcuiwv, dopey 

come : how could they repel 
them ? 

Lig 2 “ 
OTWS GLVVOUVTAL 

See explanation on p. 54. 

§ 35. One regular usage of Oratio Obliqua is very im- 

portant and often overlooked. The rule is this :— 

In whatever way the Oratio Obliqua is introduced, 

after the first pause the construction reverts to the 

normal accusative and infinitive. The following 

various examples will clear up the point :-— 

he asked why they blamed 
him: he had done no harm 
to anybody 

he advised them not to let any 
one go; nor to open the 
gates: no one knew of the 
plot 

a hint was given him that he 
would not survive it: His 
enemies intended to catch 
him 

they reported that the army 
was on the point of surren- 
dering: failure of the sup- 
plies made them desperate 

jpeto Sia Ti aitiovras’ ovdev 
\ a7 3 “~ yap ovdeva adixjuat 

erevOe pndeva adrévas pnd tas 
, 3 A QZ Q miXdas dvoigar’ ovdéva yap 

ériotacGar ota ertBovrevov- 
ow 

¢€ , s e 2 2 VITETHUNVE TUS WS OVKETL TEpt- 
yevyoerat® StavocioPar yap 
Tovs €xOpovs dmoxretvas 

HyyebAav Ore 6 orpards pedAArAe 
> a . 2 \ 
évSovvar’ arodirévrwy yap 

A > 4 3 ‘4 Tov emitndeiwy év aropia 
elvat 
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Adverbs, etc. §§ 36-37. 

§ 36. The pregnant use of prepositions and adverbs may 

be illustrated by the following : 

1. 6. she was ready to aid 
the Scotch 

vi. 4. thick on the shore 
they stood [threat- 
ening | 

vii. 2, those in the cottage 
did not shoot at 

- them 

tois éxeioe 4OeAc Evppdocetv 
[for rots exet] 

of &k THs yRs cvxvol cuvérra- 
oav ° 

ovdev BéAos adiecav of ex THs 
KOLNS. 

Again, in a totally different application of the principle: 

x. 5. he told the story to 
the authorities [i.e. 
he went and told] 

mpos TOvs adpxovTas mdvra 
EULNVUCEY. 

§ 37. The negative method of expression is particularly 

common in Comparisons in Greek: 

ii, 4. she would form the 

most attraciwe spec- 
tacle 

vi. 1. emulating others, whose 
deeds he had heard 

of 

vii. 4. this was the greatest 
damage they sus- 
tained 

xi. 2. he only spared from 
his military duties 
so much time ashe 
thought best 

ovdévy EueArAe paddov éxeivys 
Oarvpd ler Oa. 

tovs GAAovs mvOdpevos ota 
eparav ov6’ afidy avrds 
Acie Oat 

ovs’ GAAOo KaKtoy ovder erafov 

ovderore 7O oTpardmedov dzé- 
Aerev, ef py Scov wero 
delv . . 





LECTURES 





I.—QUEEN OF SOOTS. 

1. THE Queen of Scots was not long in receiving in- 

telligence of what the lords intended against her. She 
sent to Murray, requesting him to meet her at Perth. 2. As 

he was mounting his horse a hint was given him that if 

he persisted he would not return alive, and that Darnley 

and Rizzio had formed a plan to kill him. He withdrew 

to his mother’s castle and published the occasion of his 

disobedience. 3. Mary replied with a counter charge 

that Murray had proposed to take her prisoner and carry 

off Darnley to England. Both stories are probably true. 

4. Murray’s offer to Randolph is evidence sufficient 

against himself. Lord Darnley’s conspiracy was no 

more than legitimate retaliation. 6. Civil war was fast 

approaching: and it is impossible to acquit Elizabeth of 

having done her best to foster it. 6. Afraid to take an 

open part lest she should have an insurrection on her 

hands at home, she was ready to employ to the uttermost 

the aid of the Queen of Scots’ own subjects, and trusted 

to diplomacy or accident to extricate herself from the 

consequences. 
G 
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1. The Queen of Scots was not long in receiving intelligence 
of what the lords intended against her. She sent to 
Murray, requesting him to meet her at Perth. 

These two sentences in Greek would naturally be one, 

since they contain the account (a) of the information on 
which Mary acted, (6) of the action: and the connection 

between the two is therefore close and obvious. There is 

nothing else to note in the structure. 

In the phrasing note a few small points. For the names, 

as usual, employ Greek names, or the convenient pronouns. 
For ‘lords’ [not Seo7orns, Kupsos, xoipavot, or any other 

poetical terms the dictionaries may give, but] say of oAiyou, 
or of év TéXet, or of OvvaToi, or even perhaps of &opor 
(suggestive roughly of respective powers of king and high 

officials). ‘Intend against,’ émiuBovdkevw; we might say 
Stavoeiabat xara (g.) or émt (a.): but ‘plot’ is commoner. 
Observe specially ‘to meet a¢ Perth’ [half will translate 
literally, using ev]. The English idiom is to use one pre- 

position of motion, with the person ; the Greek requires both 

person and place to depend on the verb, and therefore. the 

place must also have prep. of motion (eg. English says, ‘I 

went to him in his house,’ Greek, é> avtov wpos TH oiKiav). 
So here, és [lotidatav. | 

The piece then begins: 7 5é ov dca roAXod mrvOopévn & 
éreBovAevov éxeivoe ayyedov éreurrey ws Tov adeAdov 
aévoteoa és Tlorisaiav avavtTjcas. 

2. As he was mounting his horse a hint was given him that 
if he persisted he would not return alive, and that Darnley 
and Rizzio had formed a plan to kill him. He withdrew 
to his mother’s castle and published the occasion of his 
disobedience. 

Again these two sentences are best united into one: for 
the first gives the information, and the second the consequent 
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4. Murray’s offer to Randolph is evidence sufficient against 
himself. Lord Darnley’s conspiracy was no more than 
legitimate retaliation. 

These two clauses are both obscure and full of abstracts ; 

they require great care to bring out the full sense. We 
must consider what is the exact fact meant and the exact 
argument conveyed in the allusive and terse sentences. It 

is somewhat as follows :— 
‘Murray was proved to be conspiring, since he had made 

such an offer’ (we do not exactly know, without the context, 

what the offer was, but the convenient tovaira will suffice) 
‘to Randolph; and Darnley in plotting was justly repaying 
what he had suffered’: or ‘had the right to plot in his turn 
(avremtBovrevoat) against those who had conspired against 
him. As to the words: ‘take prisoner’ is cuAAaPeiv ; 
‘offer’ is brocyécOas ; ‘carry off’ might be dadyew, or, 
as it was perhaps by sea, dvaxopicas. 
We then get: 7 dé kal avtn aitiay érédepev ws émiBov- 

Nevoayte éavTHny pev EvrAraBety rov Sé ‘Imiav ’AOnvale 
Staxopicas’ Kaleixos 6 adnOH éyxanrety éExdtepov: o pev 
yap Mdpuos dijros Hv te ériBovdevwv érel toradTa Te 
Acrdivig tmécyero: o 8é ‘Tnmlas Evvopdcas Sixalos 
dtrep éracyev avTnudvero (or the last clause) Sikacos 5) 
Hv tots ye Evvopocacw éd éavrov avremiBovrcdoat. 

5. Civil war was fast approaching: and it is impossible te 
acquit Elizabeth of having done her best to foster it. 

In 5 it is better to avoid abstracts [ordows mpoonet, or, 
worse, 7rOAEWOS TOY ToAtT@v, not Greek], and to make 
the subject of the verb as usual the persons concerned: 
éxarépw0ev Scov otmw éeotaciatov, or povov ovK és 
TorEnov Hon KaTéoTnoay, or something of the kind, will 
be satisfactory. 
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mpakss, even mpoatpecis]: it means simply ‘skill,’ and the 
neatest word is yan, commonly opposed to rin. ‘ Con- 
sequences’ is instructively idiomatic: it means ‘the bad 
consequences, ‘the difficult or dangerous consequences,’ and 
the important predicate is suggested only in English, but 
should be expressed in Greek. Perhaps xivduvos is the 
smoothest word. [Many will say ra méAdovra, or Ta 
atoBaivovra, vague and unnatural; some will say ra 
atroBnoopeva, doubly impossible.] 

The whole concluding passage (5 and 6) will then be: 
éxatépwbev 8 ody és modcuov Scov ota KatéoTnoay 
ol oNTat' Kal waot Shirov HS TovTO ovy HKLOTA 
mpovOupettro 4 “EXicoa. gavepas pev yap te mpatat 
ovK éTOApnoEV, pH Tpdypnata Trapéywow oi otKo0ev 
vewtepiCovtes> AdOpa Sé Tois exeloe és mdvTa HOcre 
Euptpdccew, ws Tod Kivdvvov h youn Hy Kal Tiyy 
Tepiyevynoopevn. 

Note (1) 8 ody, dismissing the question of who was to blame, and 
reverting to facts ;—(2) ody jqxtora, common meiosis for ‘most,’ 

English ‘done her best’ ;—(3) AdOpa 6€, pointing contrast to davepas 
pév, making the sense clearer than in the English ;—(4) 4 nat rvyn, 
a little more dramatic than the English, suggesting her recklessness. 



II.—DEATH OF ANTONY. 

1. A SLAVE had brought.the fatal dagger to Octavius, 

and exhibited the blood of his enemy still reeking upon it. 

The conqueror affected to weep for a man so closely allied 

to him, and one who had held so eminent a place in the 

commonwealth. 2. He pretended to be anxious to justify 

himself to those about him, and showed them the letters 

which had passed between them, in which his own 
moderation and the arrogance of his rival were conspicu- 

ously displayed. 3. In the meantime he sent a trusty 

officer, Proculeius, to the place whither Antonius had 

been carried in the agonies of death. The wounded man 

had already breathed his last; the doors of the massive 

sepulchre were closed, and the women refused to admit 

their strange visitor. 4. A threat of violence might drive 

the imprisoned queen to destroy herself, and the messenger 

was strictly charged to preserve her alive, partly for the 

sake of the hidden treasures which she alone, it was 

supposed, could reveal, and partly that she might form 

the most attractive spectacle in the destined triumph of 

Octavius. 65. Proculeius contrived to detain her in con- 

versation with a confederate at the door, while with one 

or two soldiers he climbed by a ladder to the upper 
story. 

BL 
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1. Reading the first two sentences— 

A slave had brought the fatal dagger to Octavius, and exhibited 
the blood of his enemy still reeking upon it. The con- 
queror affected to weep for a man so closely allied to him, 
and one who had held so eminent a place in the common- 
wealth 

—we notice that the subject is different from that of the 

piece generally. The whole passage is about Octavius, and 

the first two clauses describe the actions of the slave. But 
as these actions are the occasion of Octavius’ affecting to 
weep, etc., it is more in accordance with the Greek con- 
tinuous style to keep Octavius the subject, and put the slave 
in a subordinate sentence. We shall then say, ‘ Octavius, 

when the slave, etc. . . . reeking upon it, affected to weep,’ 
etc. This will also conveniently get rid of ‘the conqueror,’ 
which has no special point here, and is merely used in 

Merivale’s somewhat stiff English as a synonym for Octavius. 
Secondly, note ‘fatal’ dagger. [Everybody will put 

Oavdoipmos, dNéOptos, or some such word.| These will not 
read naturally: why? The reason is instructive, and applies 

to many similar adjectives in English when we are translat- 

ing into Greek: namely, the word ‘fatal’ is not part of the 
story; it is not a descriptive but an allusive epithet. If 
he had said the ‘long’ dagger, the ‘sharp’ dagger, the 

‘enemy's’ dagger, the adjective would have been wanted. 
‘Fatal’ only implies that it was the dagger which had 
wounded Antony ; and if we wish to express this, we must not 

do it by an allusive epithet, but directly, 4 éxetvos SuehOdpn, or 
some such plain phrase. But the context tells us sufficiently 

that it was the dagger which had struck him, and ‘fatal’ 
should be omitted. 

Again, ‘his enemy’ is periphrasis for ‘Antony,’ which 

therefore we shall substitute. ‘Reeking’ is too imagina- 
tive a word for Greek: the plain fact was that the dagger 
was ‘bloody,’ and that is enough. ‘For a man so closely 
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The whole passage will then be: ev &€ rots mrapotow 
@s atroNoyeiobar Bovdcpevos tas EéxaTtépov émricToAds 
érréderEev, 7 autos pev emecnys wetTo paveiaOar, éxeivov 
dé petlov Te ppovobvra. 
We might have said in the last line 78 yap avros pep 

mens havovpevos, etc. 

3. In the next two sentences— 

In the meantime he sent a trusty officer, Proculeius, to the 
place whither Antonius had been carried in the agonies of 
death. The wounded man had already breathed his last ; 
the doors of the massive sepulchre were closed, and the 
women refused to admit their strange visitor 

—we observe first that the style, as usual in English rapid 

narrative, consists of short clauses, which in the Greek must 

be more linked together. ‘The wounded man’ in the place 
where it comes is merely a picturesque synonym for Antony ; 

if it is to form part of the story it must be put in the natural 

place, z.¢. in the previous clause. | 
‘Agonies of death,’ again, is conventional; the simpler 

Greek will merely say ‘dying,’ or ‘in a grievous state.’ 

‘Breathed his last’ is again a conventional euphemism ; 
the Greeks say simply reXevTav. 

The whole sentence will be: év d€ tovt@ IIpoxuXetov 
TioToy GvTa és TO péya oiKnpa ereurbev, olmep Tov 
"Avr@vioy TeTpwpévov Kal yareTras éyovra TOTE éxopuicav. 
érrel © eTeNeUTHOEV, ai yuVvaiKes oUTE avotEar HOEXOV Ett 
Tas Oupas, ote éodéyeoOar Tov avdpa. 

Note (1) that the tomb is in the English called first ‘ the place,’ and 
secondly, ‘the massive sepulchre,’ as is characteristic of this slightly 
artificial style. In the simpler Greek it is better to say once for all, 

‘the large chamber’ ;—-(2) the pluperfects ‘had been carried,’ ‘had 
breathed,’ are in Greek more naturally aorist, though rire is con- 
veniently added to the first to indicate vaguely that it happened 
before ;—(3) the ‘ strange visitor’ is sufficiently given by simply say- 
ing ‘the man’; or if it is thought preferable to express it as giving 

the reason for the exclusion, say réy gevov. 
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5. The piece ends— 

Proculeius contrived to detain her in conversation with a con- 
federate at the door, while with one or two soldiers he 
climbed by a ladder to the upper story. 

The English again is obviously artificial. If done literally 

[as beginners will do] it involves the absurdity of making 
Proculeius detain her at the door while he climbs the ladder. 

We must say, ‘he ordered a confederate to detain her,’ etc. 

Again, as so often happens in English, what is really the 
principal verb (‘he climbed’) is put into the dependent 
sentence. 

With these hints the sentence is easy: ate Tapa TH Ovpa 
twa émitakas, va Stadeyopuevos avTHy émioyot, avTos 

ONiyov érropévav 61a KNipaKos és TO VIrep@ov avéBn. 

Note (1) ‘a confederate’ may be simply turned by ‘some one ’;— 

(2) the natural order of events is kept, ‘ posting ’"—‘ conversing ’— 

‘ detaining ’"—‘ few followers ’—‘ ladder ’—‘ climbed.’ 



III,—ZAPENA. 

1. THESE arguments which had much logic in them 

were strongly urged by Zapena, whose counsels were 

usually received with deference. But on this occasion 

commanders and soldiers were hot for following up 

their victory. 2. They cared nothing for the numbers of 

the enemy: they cried, The more infidels the greater 

glory in destroying them. Delay might after all cause 

loss of the prize. 3. The archduke ought to pray that 

the sun might stand still for him that morning as for 

Joshua in the Vale of Ajalon. 4. The foe, seeing him- 

self entrapped, with destruction awaiting him, was now 

skulking towards his ships, which still offered him the 

means of escape. Should they give him time he would 

profit by their negligence, and next morning when they 

reached Nieuport, the birds would be flown. 5. Espe- 

cially the leaders of the mutineers were hoarse with 

indignation at the proposed delay. They had not left 

their brethren, they shouted, nor rallied to the arch- 

duke’s banner, in order to sit down and dig the sand like 

ploughmen. 
Bl 
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1. The piece begins— 

These arguments which had much logic in them were strongly 
urged by Zapena, whose counsels were usually received 
with deference. But on this occasion commanders and 
soldiers were hot for following up their victory. 

The first point to notice is the artificial punctuation of the 
sentence. The thoughts are: Though the arguments were 

good, and strongly urged, and by a man generally listened to, 

they did not listen now: and accordingly the full stop at 
‘deference’ must be disregarded. But as the sentence would 
be a little heavy if the three clauses all came together under 
the word ‘though,’ it would be better to break them up, 

leaving the antithesis ‘he was usually listened to, but not 
now, for a second half of the sentence. 

The rest of the difficulties concern the phrasing. ‘Had 

much logic’ is not like Greek at all: it will suffice to say 
‘sensible.’ Again, on the principle of grouping the ideas 
round the persons and their acts, it is more natural in Greek 

to say ‘he argued sensibly,’ than to say ‘the arguments (or 

words) were sensible.’ For ‘strongly urged’ we might use 
the phrase qroAvs éyxetoOar or Suicyvpifouar: but it will 
perhaps be more convenient to couple two adverbial phrases, 

and say ‘sensibly and with earnestness’: rovatra 8é dpovi- 
OS Kab peTa oTrOVoNS Trapyvet o Zarroivas. 
We shall then pass from what he did to what they did, and 

so change the subject at the natural place. ‘ But they, though 
usually they listened respectfully to him, now being victorious 

were not willing to desist,’ or otherwise, ‘were anxious to 

follow up their success’: and the nominative, as often hap- 
pens, may be repeated distributively at the end, ‘neither 
soldiers nor generals,’ or ‘both soldiers and generals,’ accord- 
ing as our sentence is positive or negative. As to the phras- 
ing, for ‘listened respectfully’ we may say mrei@ecOau or 

ivraxovew: for ‘follow up’ we may use ézefeNOeiy or 
xphoOat TH vin. 
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personally, and two at least will disappear. We shall then 
have, ‘If they delayed, it was possible they might lose the 

advantage.’ 
The whole sentence will then run: ov yap TO mAnO0s 

Sediévae THY TrodEeLiwY, OS Bow Tretoves elev [or Vivid, 
eiow] ot BapBapot, rooott@ pelfove Sd&n vixnoovres: Av 
S éte pédr.wor, poBepov elvar pn charac Tob Képdous 
[or un dpaptwow wy édlevrar]. 

In the second sentence, instead of rocovtm peiCov. Son 
vixnoovTes, we might use the idiomatic accusative absolute 
with @s, @9., @S dom WAeioves elev ot BapRapor TocovT® 
petCova ecopévnv thy SoEav vixncacwy, a turn which brings 
the true predicate (‘greater the glory’) into still clearer pro- 
minence. 

[The beginner will use bad words for prize, ad@dop, 
BpaPeior, etc., and will make an abstract word subject of the 
last clause, THY yap wéAAnoWW TO GOAov av adereiv, which 
is very unlike classical Greek. ] 

3. The archduke ought to pray that the sun might stand still 
for him that morning as for Joshua in the Vale of Ajalon. 

No difficulty here in structure: ‘that the sun,’ etc., is, of 

course, oblique petition, and acc. with infin.: some will be sure 
to put iva, @s, or 67rws erroneously. ‘Vale, if looked out, 
will probably bring the poetic words vdzrn, or KAirus, the 
prose word for ‘vale’ being zrediéov,! if needed at all. I 
should translate: Sev roivuy rov otpatnyov evEacOar (as 
"Iwons édéyero mept Aiadov) érictivas éavT@ TOV AdLOV 
éxeivn 1H Huépa [or instead of émroThvat, say axivytov 
yevéoOar|. Just note that in the English ‘as for Joshua,’ 
etc., is made part of the prayer: it is more natural to make 
it a simple narrative parenthesis, as in the Greek. 

1 gedSiov is usually translated ‘ plain’: but ‘vale’ here means the 
flat land at the foot of the hills, and that is exactly what the Greek 

gredioy Means. 
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abstract, and spor. the wrong word]. ‘Profit by negligence’ 
will be ypnoecGar Te xarp@ (‘use the opportunity’) or 
something of the kind : the idea ‘negligence’ is much better 
put into its natural and true place, namely in the protasis: © 
‘should they be negligent.’ ‘The birds would be flown’ is 
an English proverbial expression, to translate which literally 

would be absurd. [I have had tas dpviOas wropévas av 
evpety and similar versions!!] Even to put it as a simile (‘they 
would find them gone like birds’) is making far too much of 

it: the plainer the better: say ovdéva ére KaTadmpec Oat. 
The whole passage will then run: eiddTa yap Tov 

WoAeuov év olg amopia Katéxerat kal ovd’ ay oiopevoy 
mepiyevérOas eri tas vavs (4% édrris Ere owORvar) AaGOpa 
brreEcévar jv S€ Tis dperjoy, Xpjoeclat avdroy Te Kapa, 
kat éredav tr totepaia és Néov Amméva adixwvras 
ovdéva és Katarn eo Oar. 

5. Especially the leaders of the mutineers were hoarse with 
indignation at the proposed delay. ‘They had not left 
their brethren,’ they shouted, ‘nor rallied to the Arch- 
duke’s banner, in order to sit down and dig the sand like 
ploughmen.’ 

Here, in the first clause, we revert to Oratio Recta, taking 

the oblique again in the last sentence. In the phrasing, 
‘especially ’ is frequently ovy jxtota : ‘leaders of mutineers’ 
may be of tHv otdow mpdocovtes (‘those who were 
arranging or promoting the sedition’: 2pdoow very con- 

veniently vague and general in this sense): ‘were hoarse,’ 
of course avoid the elementary blunder of attempting this 
phrase literally [rv aviv éppyyvvoy or again éxepyor, 
quite impossible and absurd; dzeppyryvuvto Bowvtes need- 
lessly strong], but use the idiomatic Seva érroobdyTo or 

éoxetrlatov, adding Bowvres if preferred. ‘At the pro- 
posed delay,’ avoid abstract [érl ri peAXovon pov7, rather 
unidiomatic] and use the regular idiom after verbs of emotion, 





IV.—PHYLLIDAS. 

1. MEANWHILE, as the slave had been arrested, Phy]l- 

lidas, sick with fears that he would confess under the 

rack, took to his bed. He ate nothing for three days, and 
lay barricaded in his house, giving orders to the porter to 
admit no one. 2. But the ephors having got all they 
could out of the slave, found that there were secrets which 

Phyllidas alone could explain: and the question was, how 
to extract them. 3. They could scarcely break open the 
house and seize Phyllidas himself: for violence to an 
Ambassador would be a mortal affront to the Thebans, 

and the time for open hostilities was not yet. 4. The 
services of the traitor Hyrlas were therefore again put in 

_Tequisition. 5. The slave had written from prison to 
warn Phyllidas that no confidence could be placed in this 
emissary: but the letter had been intercepted, and Phyl- 
lidas, though he had vague misgivings, had no reason to 
suspect actual treachery. 6. Accordingly, the stages of 
the farce having been first duly arranged, the ephors sent 
for Hyrlas, examined him, and finding him contumacious 

(as he had been told to be), loaded him with irons and 
threatened him with torture. ‘7. In this seeming ex- 
tremity he wrote to the Ambassador (the ephors of course 
allowing the letter to go) and implored his aid, particu- 
larly inquiring what he might reveal, and what he should 
try to hide even under the severest torture. Phyllidas 
fell into the trap, and sent him a full account of the plot, 
showing him what was vital to conceal: and the letter 
was forthwith taken to the ephors. 

“ 
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did not know how to do so. The sentence is quite easy if 
we tell these facts in the order in which they occur. It is 

enough to say, ‘But the ephor having examined the slave, 
when they found they did not yet know all, wished to learn 

the rest from Phyllidas, as alone knowing it: but being at a 
loss,’ etc. 

3. They could scarcely break open the house and seize Phyllidas 
himself : for viole:i:ce to an Ambassador would be a mortal 
affront to the Thebans, and the time for open hostilities 
was not yet. 

In this sentence, ‘they could scarcely,’ etc., is again a con- 

cealed Oratio Obliqua: say, ‘they knew they could not,’ or 

‘they did not wish to,’ etc. Again, ‘violence ... mortal 
affront . . . are abstracts, and must be done as usual by 
turning: say, ‘if they did violence to . . . the Thebans 

? would be indignant . . .’ So, again, ‘ open hostilities ’ must 
be turned by ‘manifest war’ or some such phrase. 

The whole sentence (2 and 3) will then be: of 5¢ épopoz 
éFenéyEavtes Tov SodXop, érrel ov1rw travra éEedpov Ta Erepa 
mapa PD, éBovrovTo pabeiv ws povov eidoros: atropobyTes 
dé was yYph émvyepety, érretdyn ovx HOcrov StappyEavtes 
Thv oikiay EvArNaBety avTov, ws TaV pév @. yareras av 
hepovtwv ef Tov ye mpecBevTny BidcawtTo avrol Sé otirw 
Erotmor GvTes és havepoyv ToAcKOY KATaCTHVaL, TAdTA Ot 

évOupovpevor, ete. 

Note, at the end of the subordinate clauses, the summarising phrase, 

Tavta ouvv évOvpovpevos, 

4. The services of the traitor Hyrlas were therefore again put 
in requisition. 

There are several points in this which want attending to. 
‘Services’ abstract: say, ‘use,’ yojoOav. ‘Traitor’: it will 
not do to say mpodorns, because this is the first time we 
have heard of him, and therefore we must say, ‘who had 
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Then the Greek will be: wdvra ody és thy atratny 
4 , e Noh € TwapacKkevacdpevoe peteTréeurpavo ot popot Tov "T pray ws 

éhéyEovtes: érret Sé ovdéey 87 (as elpnto) aponroryes Sjoavtes 
Bacavieiv nrreinNovuv. 

7. In this seeming extremity he wrote to the Ambassador (the 
ephors of course allowing the letter to go) and implored 
his aid, particularly inquiring what he might reveal, and 
what he should try to hide even under the severest torture. 
Phyllidas fell into the trap, and sent him a full account of 
the plot, showing him what was vital to conceal; and the 
letter was forthwith taken to the ephors. 

As to structure:—the parenthesis is not quite in its 
natural place, as it is better to say first that the man wrote 

the letter, and what was in it, and then explain that the 

ephors allowed the letter to go. 

‘Under the severest torture’ should be done by a parti- 
ciple. 

‘Fell into the trap’: avoid metaphors. Say, ‘ deceived.’ 

The hardest word is ‘ vital.’ Perhaps it would be enough 
to say avayxaioyv: but if it is to be fully expressed, we must 
say, ‘what it 1s necessary to hide, or totally fail,’ or some 

such phrase. In Greek perhaps 4 Tod wavTés opandjvar. 
The last piece will then be: o 8& os écyata S70ev 

aunyavav ypdriras ada Te éduTrdper exeivoy woTE 
BonOety, cat avaynny ébn eivat SiddoKew tl Set pnvvecyv 
Kal wota ypn Kaimep Sewotata tdcxovTa ciwray. o Oe 
®. Suévt@y ws eixos TOV Ehdpwv Thy émiaToAny, é€aTra- 

tnOeis Travra é£eimre, Sntooas Gua arep Séou atroxpuTrrew 
 oparjvat ToD wavros. Tadta dé evOvs Tots Epoposs Hry- 
yéerOn. 

Note (1) ‘seeming’ done with os and d87éev, the latter imply- 
ing that the appearance was only assumed ;—(2) Sore again after 

the word of entreaty, idiomatic, though often as here logically super- 

fluous. 
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[As to the errors which will most naturally occur, we may 
just note the following :—In 1, ‘sick with fears’ will be done 
literally ; ‘barricaded’ will be done passive: which would 

suggest to a Greek reader that it was done against his will 

by somebody else. In 2, the structure will be probably 
servilely followed in imitation of the English: this, as ex- 
plained above, will be more obscure than Greek likes. In 3, 
there is nothing but the abstracts and the concealed Oratio 

Obliqua, sufficiently explained above. In 4, nothing. In 5, we 
shall have the order wrong, and unnecessary pluperfects. 
In 6, ‘the stages of the farce’ will lead to a great many harsh 
and impossible phrases ; they will translate by the words and 

not by the sense. ‘Loaded with irons,’ again, will lead to 

absurdities. In 7 there will be not many mistakes except 
about words: ‘seeming extremity,’ ‘severest torture,’ ‘ full 
account,’ ‘ plot,’ and ‘ vital,’ will be the chief things. ] 



V.—CALAIS. 

1. THE Queen, since her misadventure at the time of 

the Scotch marriage, had resolved to have no more to do 

with the insurgents in that quarter. Interference between 

subjects and sovereign had never been to her taste. 

2. She had yielded with half a heart to the urgency of 

Cecil, and had gone far enough to commit herself with- 

out having meant even then to go further. The result 

had been failure, and the alienation of a powerful party, 

till then her devoted adherents. 3. She was now again 

confronted with a similar situation, at a time which was 

extremely critical. 4. The eight years after which, by 

the terms of the peace, Calais was to be restored to Eng- 

land, had just expired. She had sent in her demand. 

5. The French replied that the peace had been violated 

by England, in the occupation of Havre, and that the 

provisions were no longer binding. 6. The dispute was 

hanging. What was she todo? As usual, she attempted 

to extricate herself by delays and ambiguities. The 

Ambassador’s instructions were out of date before he had 

started. 

1. The Queen, since her misadventure at the time of the Scotch 
marriage, had resolved to have no more to do with the 
insurgents in that quarter. Interference between subjects 
and sovereign had never been to her taste. 

In sentence 1, and down to the end of 2, we notice that 

the tenses of the principal verbs are all pluperfect: seeing 
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tied on to 3 by a participial construction, thus :—‘ accordingly, 
having failed, and having alienated, etc., ‘she now again,’ etc. 
ara TpoOvpoupévov Tod K. pworss errevJeto, Bate AOYO 

yobv Tt UTroaKéc Oar, Epy@ ovd€é ToTE Stavonoapevn exTEreiy 
[or, perhaps better, évreFtévar]. chadeioa roivuy av nrmite, 
Kal TocovTos avdpacw, émitndevorarous TWply brrdpyouvcw, 

bromros yevouevn [or és éyOpar, or dvadhopay xatactaca] 
etc. 

(1) Notice the common Greek antithesis of Ady@ and épyo ;— 

(2) observe the idiom of rocwovrots for woAAots or duvarois. 

3. She was now again confronted with a similar situation, at a 
time which was extremely critical. 

This clause offers the real difficulty. It implies more than 
it says, for it really expresses in the narrative form, not what 

was the case, not what happened, but what she felt to be the 

case: it is again a concealed Oratio Obliqua. She had had 
experience, and this experience showed her that the same 
difficulty had come again in a time which was, owing to other 
things, already critical. It is perhaps best to express this 
fally, and say: ‘when she saw that she had come into a 
similar case, and that, too, being already in peril on other 
accounts, she was in great perplexity.’ 

The Greek will be: os 7adero avOis és TavTO KaTa- 
otaca, kal TadT Hn Sv adXO TL KwOdUvEtoVeA, Taay 87 

aTropia Katelyeto. 

4. The eight years after which, by the terms of the peace, Calais 
was to be restored to England, had just expired. She had 
sent in her demand. 

The verbs here are all pluperfects, as at the beginning, 

and are to be treated in the same way. The order must be 
carefully observed : first the terms of the treaty: then the 
time expired: then the demand. [The beginner will follow 
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of course, be interpreted. The meaning is that nothing was 
as yet decided on. As to the second clause, ‘What was she 

to do?’ we must observe that it is not idiomatic in Greek, as 

in Latin, to introduce into the narrative style questions even 

in Oratio Obliqua. We must say, ‘being at a loss,’ or otherwise 

give the sense. Also the two sentences must be joined with 

one another, and with the following clause. For ‘delays and 
ambiguities’ one may say tpiBai xal mpoddoes, and for 
‘extricate herself’ we must explain what she tried to extri- 

cate herself from. The first part of 6 will then be: as d€ 
ovdév rw EvvéBn, atropodaa 517 és StatpiBdas Kal mpoda- 
gels eTpaTreTo, Hv Tes TOD TpdyuaTos aTadNayyh. The 
greatest difficulty 1s, however, with what remains. ‘The 

Ambassador’s instructions were out of date before he had 
started’ is a very idiomatic and allusive way of saying that 

before the Ambassador started the Queen had repented of the 

orders which she had given him. In any case the Queen 
must be made the subject of the main verb. If we follow 

the English, and make the Ambassador the subject, the whole 
thing becomes at once obscured. It is not a bad opportunity 
for using the well-known Thucydidean expression, és tovro 

Tepieatn wate . . ., which conveys to the reader expressly 
what the English gives implicitly, that the most striking 

proof of the Queen’s vacillation and inscrutability as to her 

policy was the fact that the Ambassador's orders were can- 

celled almost before he had left the country. The rest of 

the English offers no difficulty. 
We shall then have: cal és todto 57 meptéotn Bote 

apw Kal avayecOat Tov mpecBevTnv arep éxéXevoev AUTH 
peTeyiyvooKen. 

[One word more as to some mistakes which will be likely 
to be made. In 1 there is not much besides the abstracts 

‘misadventure’ and ‘interference.’ It may be worth while 
to warn the beginner against looking out the word ‘inter- 

ference’: he will only get words like ro vroAumparyyoveip, 
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or something equally useless: whereas the only satisfactory 
translation will be got by thinking out the exact meaning in 
this particular place, as given above. In 2 the student 
should particularly notice the phrase, ‘go far enough, and ‘ go 
further’: any translation with anything about going in it will 
altogether be inadmissible, as the ‘ going’ here is purely meta- 
phorical. Again, in the word ‘alienated,’ it is better to 

avoid active words like dAXoTpiow: the real fact is that she 
becomes something, not that she does anything. In 3 there 

will probably be nothing that has not already been handled. 
In 4 the temptation will be to make the eight years the sub- 
ject, as it is in the English. This should be avoided. In 
5, as often, there will be a tendency to use ro with the 

infinitive instead of a participle : the advantage of the latter 
is that the narrative is kept personal. Also ‘the provisions 

binding ’ will be done by making eip7vn the subject: again, 
we must have the living subject. In 6 there will be a vast 

number of ‘dog’ expressions. ‘Ambiguities’ will be dudi- 
Aoya : ‘instructions’ will be Adyou: ‘out of date’ will be 
done by an adjective, éwAds, manatos, apyaios, and 
others of varying degrees of impossibility. The true way is 

given, and discussed sufficiently, above. ] 



VI.— PAULINUS. 

1. At last, over-confident of his present actions, and 
emulating others, of whose deeds he heard from abroad, 
he marches up as far as Mona, the isle of Anglesey, a 
populous place. 2, For they, it seems, had both enter- 
tained fugitives, and had given good assistance to the rest 
that withstood him. 3. He makes him boats fitted to 
the shallows which he expected in the narrow firth ; his 
foot so passed over, his horse waded or swam. 4. Thick 
upon the shore stood several gross bands of men well 
weaponed, many women like furies running to and fro in 
dismal habit, with hair loose about their shoulders, held 

torches in their hands. 5. The Druids (those were their 
priests, of whom more in another place) with heads lift 

up to heaven uttering direful prayers, astonished the 
Romans; who at so strange a sight stood in amaze, though 
wounded; 6, at length awakened and encouraged by 
their general, not to fear a barbarous and lunatic rout, 
fell on, and beat them down scorched and rolling in their 
own fire. ‘7 Then were they yoked with garrisons, and 
the places consecrate to their cruel rites destroyed. For 
whom they took in war, they held it lawful to sacrifice ; 
and by the entrails of men used divination. 8. While 
thus Paulinus had his thought still fixed to go on winning, 
his back lay broad open to occasion of losing more behind ; 
for the Britons, urged and oppressed with many unsuffer- 
able injuries, had all banded themselves together to a 
general revolt. 
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VII.—CLEVELAND. 

1. THE effect of all this providence was not such as 
was reasonably to be expected. 2, The night grew dark 
and misty as the enemy could wish; and about three in 
the morning the whole body of the horse passed with 
great silence between the armies, and within pistol-shot 
of the cottage, without so much as one musket discharged 
at them. 3, At the break of day, the horse were dis- 
covered marching over the heath, beyond the reach of the 
foot ; and there was only at hand the Earl of Cleveland’s 
brigade, the body of the king’s horse being at a greater dis- 
tance. 4, That brigade, to which some other troops which 
had taken the alarm joined, followed them in the rear; 
and killed some, and took more prisoners: but stronger 
parties of the enemy frequently turning upon them, and 
the whole body often making a stand, they were often 
compelled to retire; yet followed in that manner, that 
they killed and took about a hundred; which was the 
greatest damage they sustained in their whole march. 
5, The notice and orders came to Goring when he was in 
one of his jovial exercises; which he received with mirth, 
and slighting those who sent them, as men who took 
alarms too warmly ; and he continued his delights till all 
the enemy’s horse were passed through his quarters ; nor 
did then pursue them in any time. 
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Sentence 5 will then run: o 5¢ ['wpvwv, dyyéXou zrepl 
tovtay HxovtTos ms BonOeiy Sei, del evppawopevos Ervye 
Kata TO eiw0ds, xatayedav 8) @Avywper TOV TeprpdyTowy, 
as Oaccoy Sedidtwv- ovde 7Sdpevos [or Tis evdwyias, OF 
THs Twathias] éravoato amply of éxelvov tmmeis maytes 
TwapnrOov ware tédos Stoxwy ovnére 67 xatérafev. 

Note pl» with the indicative, regularly after negatives when bott 
verbs are narrative. Note also the dramatic particles. 
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legal way’ will be naturally adverbs. Lastly, ‘ Whitehall 
may be simply ‘ homewards,’ ofxaéde. 

The whole will then be: Szrov yap av eipn EvAraBer 
BeBovreidobar. tavra & eitrav cai Gpa wepiBrAeras TO: 
émurtaTny émnpero eb mdapeow: oiwravros dé TovTo 
noOncGa. efn mdvtas oiyopuévous, afiodv Sé érrevdai 
qKwow pos éavtoyv méurpar atropvovar ydp, eb RBacire 
Sei mrioreve, pndev Biacov pndérore Bovrcdoat, adrr< 
wavra évyvopws Kat Sixalws mpdgew. tocaidta dé réEas 
oixade amrnrOev, 

Note droprtvas, ‘to swear a negative,’ 
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to the next clause, it may be treated as in the English: but 

I have thought it rather more convenient to tack it on to the 

other, as it gives the reason why there was no need to be 

dejected. In phrasing, use for ‘dejection ’ words for ‘ hope- 
less’ or ‘ dispirited, SvceAmis, aOupety, édrrida atroBaneiv. 
‘Timbers, £Aa, often contemptuously applied to ships: 
‘shore’ may be aiysados, but is usually either ‘sea,’ PdAacaa, 
or, ‘land,’ y7, according as we are speaking from the point of 
view of the land or sea respectively. ‘Double the first’ may 
be literal, SurAdota trav wporépwy, or it may be still 
simpler, dls rocadra. 

The sentence will then be: ovdé éAzrida Sety amroBandety 
ei EtNa Twa SiépOaptat, ws adOovov brAns Tapa TH 
Oardcon tbrapxovons, Ay Kal Sis tocavras vats Sén 
moveta Oat. | 

Note middle voretoOae of making ships. 

5. Moreover the hill tribes, who had before repudiated their rule, 
had suffered for their rebellion, just as the present victorious 
rebels would doubtless one day rue their audacity. 

The arrangement of the thoughts is here very artificial in 

the English: the case to be proved is that of the present 
rebels, and the comparison adduced to prove it is that of the 
hill tribes: but in the English it looks at first sight as if it 
were the other way up. In doing it into Greek we must 

revert to the natural order, and say, ‘as the hill tribes had,’ 

etc., ‘so the present rebels,’ etc. ‘ Repudiated their rule’ is a 
phrase which belongs to the style of all this passage, and is 

merely a rather verbose equivalent of ‘rebel,’ to save 

repetition: but the more business-like Greek is not afraid of 
repetition, when it is wanted for the sense. 

There is no further difficulty, and the Greek will be: xa 
@otrep of éx TAY pay WpoTEepoy atrootayres Sixny Ady 
édocav, oUTwW Kal TOUS ViY adeaTatas Kal KpatobuyTas THY 
ToApap ert pevrayvoces Gat. 
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phrases: ‘gentlemen,’ if there is emphasis on the class- 
distinction, may be imzrets: if no such emphasis, dydpes is 
enough. Here we may take our choice. ‘Engaging’ here 
is not in its common sense of ‘hiring,’ but simply means 

‘persuading, 7re/Oew. ‘Heir-apparent’ is Suddoyos Tijs 

apxis. 
The whole is then: rédos 8€ cadéorepdv te éunvucay, 

@s imteis S00 @ettarol mdrat advdpas twas AavOdvovar 
meiOovres, érrevdav Karpos yévnrat, érravacrhvat, Kat pel 
StAwY cuveNOovras Tac. mpoeitreiy tov "EEérnpov Seiv 
TO Bacinrel diddoyov yevéc Oat THs apy7s. 

3. Henry would not act against so high a noble without clearer 
evidence. But he despatched privately two of his attend- 
ants into Cornwall to make inquiries, directing them to 
represent themselves as being merely on a visit to their 
friends, and to do their best to discover the truth. 

There is here in the sense, though after the common 
English fashion slightly concealed, an antithesis between 
what he did privately and what he was reluctant to do openly. 

This in the Greek should appear more plainly; davepas 
pev ... ov HOerev. Again, ‘act’ is suggestive rather than 
clear: express the full meaning in Greek, and say ‘use 
violence. ‘Qn a visit’ is only ‘come to.’ 
We shall then have: 0 dé Bacireds davepds pév. emi 

TocovTov avdpa ovdéy Occ Biasov Spacar, ws obo 
TioTa &xwv texpunpia: AdOpa Sé wmnpéra Svw éxeice 
emeuype Tevoouevw aept tov mpayuatos, Kedevoas 
mapa pidous ddckew fre, dote wdan Téxyvyn ékevpeiv 
Tarnbés. 

Note (1) the position of ddoxeww, shufied into the sentence as usual ; 
—(2) that gdacxety and ddoxwy are commoner (in Thucydides’ time) 
than dva: and dds ;—(3) sdoyn réxvy, idiomatic for ‘by all means.’ 
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thence,’ or even ‘those across the sea.’ ‘ Usual mode of 

conveyance’ may be much shortened: ‘under the horse’s 
belly’ may be simply ‘beneath.’ In the last clause it will 

be obviously better to make the conspirator the subject all 
through. ‘Took time by the forelock’ is done briefly by 
the word ¢@davw. 
We then turn the whole sentence as follows: dua dé év 

@ TavTa édndouy Kata TUYnV ToLOvdE TL éyéveTO MaTE Kal 
PaAXov triotevey. aOvS yap 57 TUS @s ayyEdos Ov Tapa 
Tav wépay, érel és Tod et Kouifer, ed tra@ Kata TO 

elwOds KaOnpevos, Sedenévav xatobey Tav TOdaY, oUTw Sn 
amnyeto. év 56 TH 080 Tay EvvwpoTar Tis evTUYaV avéeyvw 
Tov dvopa. Kai dedtaos pn KaTddynror péAXrovat yevéo Oat, 
dbdcas pos Tovs Apyovtas avTos Ta TdvTa éunvucev. 

Note (1) the actives moreverw and xouifew with subjects unexpressed 
but readily supplied ;—(2) ovrw 8) after circumstances fully ex- 
plained ;—(3) 7) with indicative ;—(4) the pregnant use of mpés rovs 
Gpxovras, implying ‘ went’ to the archons, 
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are purchasing a carpenter or weaver, we object to one 

however honest, if he does not possess the accomplish- 

ments for which we bought him. But if we buy a man 

to be a steward or shepherd, we care for nothing but 

honesty, industry, and carefulness. 7 So Rome chooses 

her magistrates to be stewards of the state: if they have 

any accomplishments besides, she is quite willing it 

should be so: but if not, she is satisfied that they should 

be men of worth and high character. 

1. You quote the triumphs of Marius and Didius, and ask me 
what distinctions of the kind Plancius has won: as if in 
truth those whom you speak of had been elected to magis- 
tracies because they had triumphed, and not rather earned 
their triumphs because they had conducted themselves well 
in the offices to which they had been appointed. 

In the first clause, ‘quote’ and ‘ask,’ being connected, 

must be turned into participle and verb: ‘triumphs’ and 

‘distinctions’ will be both verbs— ‘how he triumphed,’ 
‘when he was distinguished.’ The rest of the first sentence 
is plain enough: we only need to remember that ‘ and not 
rather’ in Greek is generally ‘ but not rather.” ‘ Asif’ may 
be either @owep with the genitive absolute, or dovep e 
with a finite verb. 
We shall then have: Eira 8 roy Madpuov nai rov Aidcov 

> érdptrevov SieEv@v, ob Tool Tore ériyunOn épwras, oomep 
ei éxeivor Sia TAS Toptras jpEav, AXN ov padAdov év Tais 
dpyais &s émerpérovro ed mpakavtes obtrw O17) érrdp- 
Tevoay. 

Notice (1) jpéav, simple Greek for ‘were elected to magistracies,’ 
aorist giving the act of becoming officials (ingressive aorist) ;— 

(2) accusative after émirpémopat, ‘to be intrusted with a thing’: 
idiomatic use ;—(3) ovrw 87, idiomatic after participles giving the 

circumstances. 
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be sufficient to say 75 Sei Again, in the last sentence, 
‘we care for nothing but’ is a little less precise than it 
would be in Greek: we should say ‘all else is of no value 

compared with,’ ‘we count of highest importance to get.’ 
Again, the qualities ‘ honesty, industry,’ etc, will be done 

by adjectives. 
The sentence will then be: ottw yap SovXouvs wvovpevot, 

cay pev téxtova h bhavrnyv Cnrapev, ovdé Tov Sixatotatov 
dv mpiaipeda, THS TexVnS Hs Set py Ewmerpov dvta> éav Sé 
Toueva 7 Tapiay, TAN\AG TavTa Tap ovdey trovovpeba 
mpos TO TiaTov avopa Kai éripedt Kai didoTrovoy KTHC- 
ac Oat. 

Note: we say wap’ ovder woreioOa, but wepi wodAov, wepi mAELovos, 
wept mAeiorou moveioOat. 

7. So Rome chooses her magistrates to be stewards of the state : 
if they have any accomplishments besides, she is quite 
willing it should be so: but if not, she is satisfied that 
they should be men of worth and high character. 

This being rhetoric, we may use the abstract ‘the city,’ a 
thing which in narrative we should not do, but say ‘the 
citizens.’ In the rest there is hardly anything which we have 
not already had. 

The last sentence will then run: @aavras S€ rovs 
apyovTas 7) TONS AipEitat Mote ToD KoLVOD Tapias elvat, 
xai éav pev GdAnv Tiva eriaotnpny éxwow, ayatra, édv Se 
pin, apKel your emvetxets nat Sexaious aipeOjvac. 

Note (1) the particles docavras, per, 8€, and your ;—(2) Sore, used, 
as it frequently is, of the contemplated consequence, and so almost 
final ;—(3) the more idiomatic repetition in Greek of the main idea 
aipeOjva:, where in English we say ‘they should be,’ meaning the men 
who are chosen should be. 
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1. I remember the time well. The sufferings throughout the 
country were fearful: and you who live now, but were not 
of an age to observe what was passing in the country then, 
can have no idea of the state of your country in that 
year. 

The difficulty in this beautiful passage (from Mr. Bright's 
account of the beginnings of his labours in the work of 
agitating against the Corn Laws) is to give the feeling. The 
style has to be quite simple and unadorned like the English : 
the touches of poetic expression must not be omitted, or 
the effect will be lost : but they must be used with extreme 

tare, or the Greek will seem turgid and artificial, which will 
be worse than anything. 

In the first sentence the main difficulty is with the word 

country, which is no less than three times repeated : this is, 
even in the English, plain almost to baldness, and in Greek 
would hardly be tolerable. Once we have noticed it, it is not 
difficult to avoid (in translating) the repetition. Again, 
the simple phrase ‘you who live now ’can hardly be done liter- 
ally: the antithesis would be false, because they were living 
then as well as now: and Greek is very careful to avoid such 
blemishes. We will translate by the sense, and say, ‘who 

now are men, but then were children.’ The rest is easy, and 
the first sentence will then run: xai éxeivoy Tov xatpov ev 
pépynpas: aves yap of év TH yoOpa our R dewva éradast- 
TopoovTo More pnd ay eixalew Sivacbas Tovs viv peév 
avdpas yevopevous tore 5€ waidas Svras ovS ixaveds Ta 
Troavta évOupeiobas. 

Note: The negative in the last clause, if it came close to the rovs, 
would naturally be the generic pg, but it is so far off that in the 
phrase ‘children, and not capable,’ Greek would naturally revert to 
odde. 
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1. ‘But this is the difficulty I find,’ said the captain to the 
priest, ‘how it is that you, educated people that you are, 
can believe such monstrous absurdities,’ 

We had better in this piece, where the conversation does 
not proceed as in a play, but is reported as in a story, follow 
those Platonic dialogues where the talk is similarly reported. 
The constantly recurring words, ‘he said,’ ‘said the other,’ 

‘the captain replied,’ etc., are put in just here and there 
where it is better or clearer for the sense. Remember that 
the Greek allows the variety of using the older forms 7 3 
ds, 5s 8 qn, for ‘he said,’ ‘said he.’ In the first clause we 
had better put ‘priest’ into the vocative, @ ceped, after the 
Greek fashion, and make it part of the captain’s address. 
‘Is my difficulty,’ of course, will be personal, as usual: tov’ 
apnyave, or atop®. For ‘educated people,’ we may use the 
idiomatic turn eb éyew madelas. ‘ Monstrous absurdities’ 
will naturally be two adjectives, according to the common 

idiom : ‘ monstrous and absurd things,’ dtomra cat Oaupdora. 
The whole will then be as follows: aepi dé rovrou, én 

6 vavKANpPOS, @ leped, aunxyavas Eyw, TAS apa vpets, ev 

Eyovres tradeias, ovTw Oavyacia Kai droTa atrodéyeo Oe. 

Note (1) dpa dramatic, as so often ;—(2) awod¢éyeoOas idiomatic, for 
‘to accept a statement from another.’ 

2. ‘ Have you,’ replied the priest, ‘ever heard of such a thing 
as faith?’ 

‘Many a time, but I prefer experience.’ 
‘Nay,’ said the other, ‘have you ever been in these seas 

before ft” | 
‘ Never.’ 
‘Then, what guide have you to keep you clear of reefs? 
‘I’ve got the best Admiralty charts,’ said the captain, ‘and 

my own eyes into the bargain.’ 

In the first question, perhaps, it is as well to put ‘faith’ 
strongly to the front, and say, ‘have you ever heard about 

ees, 
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The sentence will then be: otouy gumrerpos dv (En o 
tepeds) ovte THs TavTn Oadrdoons ovte THs SéXTOU Sums 
TavTnv éyov Kal wept Wuyis mreis Kwduvevov: Ti yap 
GNNo 7) Wie revels ; 

4. ‘Let me ask a question, too. You know nothing about the 
seaworthiness of this craft, or the ability of her master. 
Why, you might have come aboard a regular pirate, for 
anything you know, when I come to think of it. I quite 
wonder at your rashness.’ 

The first clause may be done literally: or we may use the 

rather more common form of expression: ‘ you in your turn 
answer, nal ov év pépes atroxpivov. Next we notice that 
the speaker, after asking leave to put a question, does not 
put it strictly as a question, but merely expresses his sur- 
prise. In Greek we had better not allow this irregularity : 
but, having asked the man to answer, put the rest as a ques- 
tion. Perhaps something of this kind: ‘how you dared to 
come aboard, though knowing nothing,’ etc. 

The second clause will then be of this sort: ‘what pre- 
vents it from being a pirate ship?’ Ti ewAves wy) OV ANOTLRNHY 
etvas; ‘When I come to think of it,’ may be translated 
literally, dtay évOupydpace: or it will, perhaps, be enough to 
say, €408 yovy, ‘to my mind, at least.’ 

The whole will then be: xai yap ov, pn, ev éper aro- 
Kpivov, THs ovdeY Eidas OUT’ Ef (xavov TO WAOtoY OUTE Et 
Eumeipos 6 vavxAnpos Spws ésBinvas érorApnoas: th yap 
kodves Soo aé oy’ cidévas ay ov AVoTiKHDY elvat; WoTe Euol 
yobv Gavpacins ds roAunpos civas Soxeis. 

Note (1) for ‘seaworthy’ it is enough to use the simple word 
“adequate,” ixaves;—(2) the idiomatic restrictive infinitive, Scov of 
y eideras;—({3) the normal mg ov after ri coAver, which means ‘ no- 
thing hinders.’ 





XIX.—FRIENDS’ VERSES—(Boswet11). 

1, Miss Reynolds—And what did you think of the== 
poem ? 

Johnson.—Why, it was very well for a young miss’s 
verses : that is to say, compared with excellence, nothing: 
but very well for the person who wrote them. I am 
vexed at being shown verses in that manner. 

2. Miss Reynolds.—But if they should be good, why 
not give them hearty praise ? 

Johnson. —Why, madam, because I have not then got 
the better of my bad humour from having been shown 
them. You must consider, madam, beforehand, they may 
be bad as well as good. Nobody has a right to put an- 
other under such a difficulty, that he must either hurt 
the person by telling the truth, or hurt himself by tell- 
ing what is not true. 

3. Boswell_—A man often shows his writings to people 
of eminence, to obtain from them, either from their good- 

nature, or from their not being able to tell the truth 
firmly, a commendation of which he may afterwards avail 
himself. 

4. Johnson.—Very true, sir. Therefore, the man who 
is asked by an author, what he thinks of his work, is 
put to the dorture, and is not obliged to speak the truth: 
so that what he says is not considered as his opinion: 
yet he hath said it, and cannot retract it: and this author, 
when mankind are hunting him with a canister at his 
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vicnoas fh Setdiav cal dvotay- elta Se yavapyos Tis KaTa— - 
oxoTwy Edn dpedeta phy Ste mpodobvas (os Scevoeiro) Tois—e 
TWONEMWOLS TO VAUTLKOY GAN OvdSE HooNnOVaL. 

Note the idiom p# dr, which (with negative following) means ‘s0 <= 
far from doing . . . he did not even... 2’ 

3. Three kings protested to me that in their whole reign they 
never did once prefer any person of merit, unless by mistake, 
or treachery of some minister in whom they confided: 
neither would they do it if they were to live again; and 
they showed, with great strength of reason, that the royal 
throne could not be supported without corruption, because 
that positive, confident, restive temper which virtue infused 
into @ man was a perpetual clog to public business. 

The emphatic phrase, ‘ never once in their whole reign,’ it 
is perhaps enough to render by the strong word, pndemranrore. 
‘Prefer’ is of course technical, and requires interpretation ; 
it means, ‘appoint to office,’ és adpyny xatacrijcas. ‘Of 
merit’ will in Greek be the more direct and simple ‘of 
worthy persons, tay afiov. Finally, the abstracts, ‘by 
mistake’ and ‘by treachery, will of course be done in the 

personal way as usual. In the latter half of the passage we 
may perhaps take one Greek word for ‘to show with great 
strength of reason,’ namely, dsio-yupileoOas, which means 
‘to insist on,’ ‘to strongly show’; or if this does not appear 

to be sufficiently near the English, then we may say, ‘ they 

affirmed, saying persuasive things,’ or something of that sort. 
‘Throne . . . be supported,’ must of course be done more 
plainly and without metaphor. Again, ‘ without corruption’ 
must be personal: ‘without the people being corrupted.’ 
The last clause of all requires a complete recasting, simply 
because the whole structure of it ts based on the English 
adsiract and personifying method of expressing Meas. There 
are naturally many possible ways of doing this satisfactorily, 
one af which ia te say, ‘owing to Vintee men grow 60... that 
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érmel S€ of pev uontia, of SE TH THY TOMY Kal Tov 
, ” e A a »? ce > U Baotréa trpododvan, ot 56 TH adlkws TOV avattiov KaTa- 

” > \ “ a . a e a 

yvovar émi StapOopa, wrodTov Kai Sofav wmponroyouv 
xrncacbat, ov Syirov veyeonroy e Toaira paboy otTe 
SeetéOny hore Hrrov Te Tous evyevets céBecOas eOérew 
ov pny Gd Kai dvoe clwIa avTo’s TavTwy paddov 
Tyav, Kai akious oipas elvas ws inpiotous dyTas Ud HOY 
Tov pavroTépwy det ToLadTa TipacOat. 
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2. 

The island, not yet Britain, but Albion, was in a manner 
desert and inhospitable ; kept only by a remnant of giants, 
whose excessive force! and tyranny had consumed the rest. 
Them Brutus destroys, and to his people divides the land, 
which with some reference to his own name he thenceforth 
calls Britain. To Corineus, Cornwall, as we now call it, fell 
by lot; the rather by him liked, for that the hugest giants, 
in rocks and caves, were said to lurk there; which kind of 
monsters to deal with was his old care and exercise.’ And 
here with leave? bespoken to recite a grand fable, though 
dignified by our best poets: While Brutus, on a certain 
festival day solemnly kept on that shore, where he first 
landed, was with the people in great jollity and mirth, a 
crew of these savages breaking in upon them, began on 4 
sudden to try? another sort of game than at such a meeting 
was expected. But at length by many hands overcome, 
Goemagog, the hugest, is reserved alive that with him 
Corineus might try his strength; whom, in a wrestle, the 
ternble giant catching aloft, with a parlous hug broke three 
of his mbs, nevertheless the other, heaving him up by main 
force, and bearing him on his shoulders to the next high 
rock, threw him headlong, all shattered, into the sea, and left 
his name on the cliff, called ever after The Giant’s Leap. 

1g§2 7§ 16 

3. 
Rurghley reminded her of her correspondence! with the 

Catholics She adhered to her point, that she had done no 
mare than she had always warned the Queen she would do, 
—~throw* herself on the support of the Catholic powers. She 
cuntined® her denial to the conspiracy to assassinate, and no 
Qvestiaay coukl shake the constancy with which she clung to 
EL WY cree questan could entangle her in contradiction. 
Nhe atill aakeaunly declared that she knew nothing of the 
Wat So the teat day closed. She had produced some effect, 
bat pootaly bees than she had expected. When the court 
reunited ext Wanting she was warmer and more passionate. 
Nhe wuuptained that her TepPAlaling Was argued away by theé 
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8. 

Of all the conspirators, Fenius Rufus was the one whose 
fate deserved the least pity. As prefect of the guards, he 
contrived adroitly to place himself on the tribunal by the 
side of Tigellinus, and sought to screen! himself from inquiry* 
by the violence with which he judged his own associates. 
Denounced at.last by one of the victims,® he turned pale, 
stammered, and was unable to defend himself. The accused 
were speedily convicted.4 Doomed without mercy by this 
domestic inquisition, they were allowed to choose their mode 
of death, an indulgence which spared the Government the 
odium of a public sentence.© When escape was impossible, 
the culprits suffered with the callous fortitude which had 
become habitual with their class® under the terrors of the 
imperial tyranny. If they deigned to flatter the Prince with 
their last breath, it was for the sake of their children. 
Lucan died with a firmness which, while he still hoped for 
pardon, is said to have failed him; and when his veins were 
opened in the bath, found consolation in reciting some of his 
own verses, descriptive of a monstrous death by bleeding at 
every pore. 

1§ 9. *§ 1. 3§ 3. #§ 21. 5§ 5. 

9. 

The fight? began with small shot? on both sides, but pre- 
sently was continued by the cannon,” the English endeavouring 
to beat the Scots out of the church? steeple, the Scots to beat 
the English out of the sconces; by that time it was low- 
water, the Scots had made a breach with their cannon in the 
greater sconce, where Colonel Lansford commanded, and 
divers were slain, which struck such a fear into the soldiers, 
who had but a slight acquaintance with the terrible face of 
war, and these frightful shapes of death, that, notwithstanding 
all the persuasions and entreaties of that brave commander, 
they basely threw down their arms and deserted the service ; 
they also who maintained the other breast-work retreating from 
it, the Scots who, from the rising ground, perceived their dis- 
order, immediately commanded a body of horse under Sir 
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Strafford, and the obtaining a bill® for the sitting of the 
present Parliament till they should be dissolved by their own 
consent. 

Of which the reader will receive a more full account in 
the second volume of these Collections, this having already 
risen to an unexpected bulk,® whither, to avoid repetition, 
he is referred. 

5 § 25. $12. 

12. 

His Majesty saw, and with an admirable patience supported 
these unjust procedures; but alas! he had the wolf by the 
ears, bitten while he held him, but worried if he let him go:' 
for there were now two armies in the kingdom, which ? to- 
gether with his former expenses in the northern expeditions, 
had plunged him into an irrecoverable debt, without the 
assistance of Parliamentary supplies ; without money there 
was nothing to be done, the posture of his affairs appearing 
so ruinous, and no money was to be had but upon such 
terms as the faction pleased ; one of which was the disvoting 
of the bishops :* and whoever curiously observes the move- 
ment of affairs will see that the House of Commons,® notwith- 
standing the compliment they made of inspecting his revenue, 
yet raised money by inches,‘ and by the dilatory proceedings 
in the Scots’ Treaty, who they might with half the expense 
have obliged to disband and return into their country, they 
stall increased the King’s necessities 5 and the charge of the 
kingdom before they raised money to defray them. 

1g 11, 2665 13, 3 § 25, ‘§9. 583 

13. 

How infinitely this great Prince was abused and misre- 
presented to his subjects by these factious people in private, 
none can doubt who does but consider that even this speech 
was represented in public by the prints! so different both 
from his Majesty's words and sense, as if they had a design 
to prepare the mind of the nation for the belief of that plot 
of a design to bring up the armies to London, and to bring, 
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16. 

Cawnpore was alive? with all the ruffianism of the region. 
All these scoundrels took their turn at the pleasant® and 
comparatively safe* amusement of keeping up the fire on the 
English people behind the mud walls. Whenever a regular 
attack was made the assailants invariably came to grief.® The 
little garrison, thinning® in numbers every day, and almost 
every hour,‘ held out with splendid obstinacy. The little 
population of women and children behind the entrenchments 
had no roof to shelter them from the fierce® Indian sun. They 
cowered under the scanty shadow of the little walls, often at 
the imminent peril of the unceasing Sepoy bullets. The only 
water for their drinking was to be had from a single well, 
at which the guns‘ of the assailants were unceasingly levelled. 
To go to the well and draw water became the task® of self- 
sacrificing heroes, who might with better chances of safety 
have led a forlorn hope.’ The water which the fainting 
women and children drank might have seemed® to be red- 
dened by blood, for only at the price of blood was it ever 
obtained. It may seem a trivial detail, but there was not 
one spongeful’ of water to be had for the purposes of personal 
cleanliness, The inmates of that ghastly garrison were dying 
like flies.’ One does not know which to call the greater: 
the suffering of the women or the bravery of the men. 

1§9 7§7. *$1& 4§25, 5§7. %§$14 7§16. *%§15. 

16. 

A strange experience occurred in the autumn of the year 
1879.1 A brother of mine had been from home for three or 
four days, when, one afternoon, at half-past five! (as nearly as 
possible), I was astonished to hear my name called out very 
distinctly. I so clearly recognised my brother's voice that I 
looked all over the house for him, but not finding him, and 
indeed knowing that he must be distant some forty miles, I 
ended by attributing the incident to a fancied delusion? end 
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18. 

Something of these doings was known! to Cecil, and more 
was suspected. It was time that they should end,” and 
accident provided ® the means of ending them. It happened 
one day that de Quadra had occasion to send his confidential‘ 
secretary on some matter of business to Cecil. Borghese— 
so the secretary was called—was the person who ciphered ° 
de Quadra’s letters, and held the keys ° of his correspondence. 
He went over to the English Government and offered to 
betray all that he knew. Finding his position desperate, 
de Quadra looked his misfortune in the face® He went to 
Elizabeth, told her (with so worldly wise a person it was 
unnecessary to mince matters ®) that he had spared the life of 
the man to prevent disturbance, and requested her to send 
him out of the realm. Elizabeth, who as yet was imperfectly 
informed about Borghese’s revelations, said that she had 
every desire to gratify the bishop, but that she could not 
send a man away merely for revealing secrets of state to her 
own ministers. Two days after she sent him word that his 
servant was arrested, and that if he had any complaint to bring 
she was ready to hear it. He replied that he had not asked 
for the man’s arrest, but for his expulsion. He discovered 
that his secretary was at large in the palace, and that Cecil 
was busy daily taking down his information. He demanded’ 
an audience again, and it was refused. 

1513. 2§158 %§2 487 %5§25 €§9 7821, 

19. 

The bishop of Carthage was sensible that he should be 
singled out for one of the first victims,’ and the frailty 
of nature tempted him * to withdraw himself, by secret flight, 
from the danger and honour of martyrdom; but, soon 
recovering that fortitude which his character required,® he 
returned to his gardens, and patiently expected the ministers 
of death. Two officers of rank, who were intrusted with 
that commission, placed Cyprian between them in a chariot, 

and, as the Proconsul was not then at leisure, they conducted 
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2i. 

It required no small audacity’ on the part of the Queen, 
when her harbours were the scene of outrages so unparalleled, 
to send a minister to Madrid to settle her differences with 
the Spanish king. She calculated however on the notoriously® 
extreme reluctance of Philip to enter on a quarrel with her. 
The unlicensed violences* of her subjects, if he was without 
the courage to resent them, might increase his anxiety for a 
better understanding® with her; and she probably expected 
that Philip would submit to any conditions which she might 
be pleased to dictate. She was herself uneasy at the possible 
consequences® of her own behaviour to France. She trusted, 
perhaps,° to Philip’s alarm at the report of her intended mar- 
riage, and she may have hoped that he would meet her over- 
tures with an open hand.” She accordingly resolved to brazen® 
it out, and sent an ambassador to Spain, just as if she was 
completely innocent of any responsibility® for the piratical 
attacks of the English ships on the Spanish merchant vessels 
in the Channel. The King was naturally }° in the greatest 
perplexity ; but remembering his father’s views about the 
importance of the English alliance, he shut his eyes™ and 
accepted the ambassador as if nothing had happened. 

1g13, 7§12 *§7. 4§2 5§3 6§20. 7§9. %§16. 
°§17) -™§20(f). 86. 

22. 

The strictness of the watch over Mary Stuart was no sooner 
relaxed than her jailer, who, though himself an Englishman, 
was strongly inclined toward the Catholic Queen, and would 
have strained a point! to do her any honourable service, found 
her again busy at the old bad work.? She was detected once 
more trying to bribe his servants, and to smuggle letters out 
of the prison to her friends abroad. The net had again to 
be drawn tighter.? Her people were briefly told,* in the preg- 
nant style of those times,° that if there was more of such work 
they would be sent straight to London to be hanged. Mary, 
thus baffled in her plottings, fell back upon her stormy man- 
ners and impotent® threats ; and her jailer wrote that she had 
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28. 

The Commissioner was sent out to the Jonian Islands, and 
arrived there in the close of the summer. He called together 
the Senate, and endeavoured to satisfy them as to the real 
nature of his mission, He explained that he had not come 
there to discuss the propriety of maintaining the English 
Protectorate, but only to inquire into the best way of secur- 
ing the just claims of the islands? by means of that Pro- 
tectorate. The visit of the Commissioner was not, however, 
a very favourable enterprise for those who were anxious that 
the Protectorate should be continued, and that the islanders 
should be brought to acquiesce in it as inevitable. The 
population persisted in regarding him as a lover of the Greeks, 
and wherever he went he was received with the honours due 
to a liberator. In vain he repeated his assurances that he 
was come, not to deliver them from the Protectorate, but to 
reconcile them to it. The National Assembly passed a formal 
resolution declaring for union with Greece. Public speakers 
at home wondered and raged over the impertinence of the 
Greek population, who preferred union with Greece to depen- 
dence on England. But sensible men saw that if the case 
was so, the dependence could not long be maintained. 

1 § 25. 7§$ 1, 3. 

29. 
These political philosophers institute a comparison. They ? 

find the Briton better off than the Pole, and they immedi- 
ately come to the conclusion that the Briton is so well off 
because his bread is dear, and the Pole is so ill off because his 
bread is cheap. Why, is there a single good which in this 
way I could not prove to be an evil, or a single evil which I 
could not prove to be a good? Take lameness.’ I will prove 
that it is the best thing in the world to be lame, for I can 
show you men who are lame and yet are much happier than 
men who have the use of their legs.2_ I will prove health to 
be a calamity, for I can easily find you people in excellent 
health whose fortunes have been wrecked? whose characters 
have been blasted,® and who are much more wretched than 

¢ 
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sistency, which seems to shock the noble Lord, anything but 
the natural and inevitable progress of all reform®? People 
who are oppressed, but who have no hope of obtaining entire 
Justice, beg to be relieved from the most galling part of what 
they suffer. They assure the oppressor that if he will only 
relax a little of his severity they will be quite content ; and 
perhaps at the time they believe they will be content. 
But are expressions of this sort, are mere supplications 
uttered under distress, to stop every person who utters them 
and all his posterity to the end of time from asking for 
entire justice? Am I debarred from trying to recover pro- 
perty of which I have been robbed, because, when the 
robber's pistol‘ was at my breast, I begged him to take every- 
thing that I have and spare my life ? 

3 §§ 1, 2, 3. 4§§ 6, 16. 

32. 

In conclusion, I wish to invite, as I have done on previous 
occasions, I wish to invite alternative! suggestions. I have 
asked for them before, and I ask for them again. I say to 
my opponents: If you do not like my remedies—if, on the one 
hand, you think them inadequate ; if, on the other hand, you 
think them extravagant, let us know how you will deal with 
the problem now before you. How do you propose to help 
the poor? How do you propose to deal with the competition * 
which now reduces wages to the barest pittance ?? How do 
you propose to stop the flow® of emigration which goes on 
from the country into the towns? How do you propose to in- 
crease the protection of the soil? If you have a better way, 
we shall joyfully hear of it; but, for my part, neither sneers 

nor abuse, nor opposition shall induce me to accept as the 
will of the Almighty, and the unalterable dispensation of His 
providence,‘ a state of things under which millions lead sordid, 
hopeless, and monotonous lives, without pleasure in the pre- 
gent, and without hope for the future. The issue is for you; 
and, for my part, I believe that what the wise and learned 

have tailed to accomplish, the poor and lowly will achieve 

for themselves. 
‘gz te. 3 316. “Qa 
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but did I ever say that those tamults and outrages ought to 
be tolerated? I did attribute the riots, the burning of corn- 
stacks, the destruction of property, to the obstinacy with 
which the Ministers of the Crown had refused to listen to 
the demands of the people; but did I ever say that the 
rioters ought not to be imprisoned, or that the incendiaries 
ought not to be hanged? I did ascribe the disorders in the 
various towns to the unwise rejection of the Bill by the 
Lords *; but did I ever say that such excesses as were com- 
mitted in those towns ought not to be put down, if necessary, 
by the sword °% 

“§ 25. *§ 6. 

35. 
This was the advice which a wise and honest Minister 

would have given to Charles. These were the principles 
on which that unhappy prince should have acted. But no? 
He would govern, I do not say ill, I do not say tyrannically ; 
I say only this: he would govern the men of his time as if 
they had been the men of a hundred years before ; and there- 
fore it was that all his talents and all his virtues did not save 
him from unpopularity, from civil war, from a prison, from 
a bar, from a scaffold.2, These things are written for our 
instruction. Our lot has been cast in a time analogous in 
many respects to the time which immediately preceded the 
meeting of the Long Parliament.® There is a change in 
society. There must be a corresponding change in the 
Government. We are not, we cannot, in the nature of things, 
be what our fathers were. We are no more like the men of 
the time of the American War than the men who cried ‘ Privi- 
lege’ round the carriage of Charles were like the men who 
changed their religion once a year at the bidding of Henry 
the Eighth.‘ 

1§ 18, 2§83 6, 16. 38 5. ‘98 3, 16. 

36. 
Yes, you say, but all that display of force was got together 

on behalf of the proposal of Caecilius. And there the orator 
went off into a bitter attack on Caecilins, one of the moes 
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my own teachers were men of a more moderate and humane 
temper; and if you, Cato, with your endowments, had by. 
some chance had recourse when you were young to these 
teachers, instead of those you actually consulted and adopted, 
you might have become, I do not say a wiser man, I do not 
say a juster nor a stronger man—that is impossible ; but, 
perhaps, a gentler. | 

The dramatic brevity and vividness must be retained. 

38. 

Suppose I had been speaking, not before our own citizens, 
not before our allies, not even before men—but before beasts ; 
nay, let me go a step further, and say, not before beasts, but 
in a desert and barren place, before the very rocks. and 
stones ; if I had there uttered aloud this miserable story, I 
tell you the very mute and inanimate things would have 
stirred and melted? with the recital of such horrors.? But 
now that I am speaking before the highest judicial authority ® 
of my country, I ought not to fear that you will fail to take 
the same view of the case as I do myself: that the scoundrel 
in the dock is the one man who deserves all these unheard-of 
punishments, as sure as they were undeserved by the wretches 
whom he forced to undergo them. A little while ago, 
Judges, when we were listening to the story of how he 
devised that cruel and lingering death for those innocent and 
miserable seamen, we could none of us restrain our tears; 
and we were right to weep at the undeserved fate of our 
fellow-creatures and fellow-soldiers; but what will now be 
our feelings when we hear that a man of our own city and of 
our own blood has suffered this scandalous outrage” at the 
hands of this common enemy of mankind without the shadow 
of a palliation *? 

1§ 6. 2 § 26. 3§ 17. ‘§ 9. 

39. 

I saw that the Senate, without which the State cannot be 
safe, was practically removed from the State altogether ; that 
the consuls, whose duty it was to be the leaders of the public 
deliberations, had taken steps. to prevent any public daiheree 
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41. 

At first, perhaps, there were some men who, from weakness 
or from accident, felt the dependence! on their parents, or 
received the benefit from them longer than others, and in 
such was formed a more deep and strong tie of attachment.” 
And while their neighbours, so soon as they were of adult 
vigour, heedlessly left the side of their parents, and troubled 
themselves no more about them, and let them perish,° if so it 
might happen, these few remained with their parents, and 
grew used to them more and more, and finally even fed and 
tended them when they grew helpless. Presently they began 
to be shocked at their neighbours’ callous neglect * of those 
who had begotten and borne them, and they expostulated 
with their neighbours, and entreated and pleaded that their 
own way was the best. Some suffered,’ perhaps, for their in- 
terference ; some had to fight for their parents, to prevent 
their neighbours maltreating them; and all the more fixed 
in their new filial feelings did these primitive gropers after 
morality > become. 

1§ 3. 281, 3g 21. 8 15, 586, 

42. 
There is another circumstance in which my countrymen 

have dealt very perversely with me, and that is, in searching 
not only into my life, but also into the lives of my ancestors. 
If there has been a blot! in my family for these ten genera- 
tions, it hath been discovered by some or other of my corre- 
spondents. In short, I find that the ancient family to which 

_I belong? has suffered very much through the malice and 
prejudice of my enemies. Some of them twit me in the teeth® 
with the conduct of my aunt; nay, there are some who have 
been so disingenuous as to throw into my dish ! the marriage 
of one of my forefathers with a milkmaid,‘ although I myself 
was the first who discovered that alliance. I reap, however, 
many benefits from the malice of these enemies, as they let 
me see my own faults, and give me a view of myself in the 
worst light, as they hinder me from being blown up by fiat- 
tery and self-conceit, as they make me keep a watchful eye 

over my own actions; and, at the same time, make me 
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that they cannot understand the folly they are guilty of, and 
for that reason they separate themselves from all other com- 
pany, that they may enjoy the pleasure of talking incoherently 
without being ridiculous to any but each other. When a 
man comes into the company he is not obliged to make any 
other introduction to his discourse, but at once seating him- 
self in a chair, as he is, he speaks in the thread * of his own 
discourse: ‘She gave me a very obliging glance; she never 
looked so well as this evening,’ or the like reflection, without 
regard to any other member of the society, for in this 
assembly they do not meet to talk to each other; but every 
man claims the full liberty of talking as he will to himself. 

*§ 16. , 

45. 
At length when these two counsellors, Avarice and Luxury, 

had wearied themselves with waging war upon each other, 
they agreed upon an interview, at which none of their coun- 
sellors were to be present. It is said that Luxury began the 
parley, and, after having represented the endless state of war 
in which they were engaged, told his enemy, with a frank- 
ness of heart which 1s natural to him,! that he believed they 
two should be very good friends were it not for the instiga- 
tions of Poverty, for that pernicious ? counsellor made an ill 
use of his ear, and filled him with groundless apprehensions 
and prejudices. To this Avarice replied that he looked upon 
Plenty, the counsellor of his antagonist, as much more per- 
nicious than his own minister, Poverty, for that he was per- 
petually suggesting pleasures, banishing all the necessary 
cautions ° against want, and undermining those principles on 
which the government of Avarice was founded. At last, in 
order to an accommodation,‘ they agreed on this preliminary,‘ 
that each should dismiss his counsel. After this was done, 
all other differences were soon accommodated,® and for the 
future they resolved to live as good friends and confederates, 
and share between them whatever conquests were made on 
either side. For this reason we now find Luxury and 
Avarice taking possession of the same heart, and dividing 
the same person between them. | 

1 § 20. 2§ 7. $931, 11. *EB SRD 
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‘A thousand times,’ replied he; ‘they loaded® me with 
expressions of gratitude, and solicitations for future favours.’ 

‘Then,’ said Mencius, smiling, ‘it is unjust to accuse 
them of ingratitude. You looked for nothing but thanks, and 
this they gave you, as you yourself declare, repeatedly.’ 

‘Plainly you are a philosopher,’ said the hermit, and 
proceeded to prepare a humble repast. 
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